Fleet ID presents:
iSEE2 - Total Wrap
Total Wrap | Automotive | Gloss
70.xxx Series
The 70.xxx Total Wrap - Gloss series is a range of supreme quality soft hybrid PVC coloured films, developed
specifically for the vehicle wrapping market. By utilising cutting edge technology in combination with special PVC
compounds and high quality pigments, we can offer a film with incredible dimensional stabillity and long term
durability. Typical usage includes vehicle graphics and general sign applications that require an exterior service
life of 5 - 7 years. The films are suitable for both indoor and outdoor environments. The 100 micron film thickness
offers excellent cutting and weeding properties. The soft hybrid vinyl and adhesive system offer very good
conformability and adhesion characteristics whcih allow the film to be removed without leaving adhesive
transfer. The material can be removed under controlled conditions for up to a period of 3 years.

70.100
Brilliant White

70.601
Cobalt Blue

70.101
Ivory White

70.702
Apple Green

70.102
Calcite White

70.701
Bottle Green

70.103
Latte Beige

70.700
Hunter Green

70.000
Super Clear

70.501
Volcano Red

70.001
Ultra Clear

70.500
Chilli Red

70.200
Super Black

70.400
Mandarin Orange

70.201
Ultra Black

70.300
Buttercup Yellow

70.600
Midnight Blue

70.302
Banana Yellow

70.301
Lemon Yellow

Limited

Web: http://www.fleetid.co.uk/

Keeping your fleet covered!

E-mail: sales@fleetid.co.uk
Tel: 0844 2098775

Fleet ID presents:
iSEE2 - Total Wrap
Total Wrap | Automotive | Matt
71.xxx Series
The 71.xxx Total Wrap - Matt series is a range of supreme quality soft hybrid PVC coloured films, developed
specifically for the vehicle wrapping market. By utilising cutting edge technology in combination with special PVC
compounds and high quality pigments, we can offer a film with incredible dimensional stabillity and long term
durability. Typical usage includes vehicle graphics and general sign applications that require an exterior service
life of 5 - 7 years. The films are suitable for both indoor and outdoor environments. The 100 micron film thickness
offers excellent cutting and weeding properties. The soft hybrid vinyl and adhesive system offer very good
conformability and adhesion characteristics whcih allow the film to be removed without leaving adhesive
transfer. The material can be removed under controlled conditions for up to a period of 3 years.

71.200
Flat Black

71.900
Shark Grey

71.902
Anthracite Grey

71.800
Chestnut Brown

71.903
Storm Grey

71.701
Acid Green

71.901
Satalite Silver

71.700
Camouflage Green

71.100
Snowflake White

71.000
Flat Clear

71.801
Autumn Gold

71.400
Sunset Orange

71.500
Strawberry Red

Limited

Web: http://www.fleetid.co.uk/

Keeping your fleet covered!
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Fleet ID presents:
iSEE2 - Total Wrap
Total Wrap | Automotive | Carbon Fibre
50.xxx Series
This series offers a carbon fibre pattern where the embossed design has perallel lines. They have been developed
for automotive outdoor applications on flat or slightly curved and undulating surfaces. Despite its 160 micron
thickness the product is still extremely flexible and can be used for general graphics and striping as well as full
body applications on vehicle bonnets, roofs and boots. The liner has air channel technology which enables
easy and fast application. The 5 year durable carbon fibre film is designed with a semi-permanent adhesive
system, which can be easily removed within one year with minimal adhesive residue.
										 - with air channel technology

10.xxx Series
These quality multi-layered cast films have a carbon fibre embossed pattern. They will conform around
compound curves, rivets, corrugations and can be applied on to textured surfaces. Our film is ideal for
automotive applications covering wing mirrors, wheel arches, dashboards and bumpers. The vinyl can also
be used for general graphics and striping of vehicle bonnets, roofs and boots. The 135 micron product has
enough flexibility and conformability for full vehicle wraps and other long term outdoor applications.
										
- ultra conformable

50.920
Carbon Fibre Black

10.990
Carbon Fibre
Anthracite

50.910
Carbon Fibre White

10.910
Carbon Fibre
Pearlescent White

50.990
Carbon Fibre Silver

50.980
Carbon Fibre Gold

50.960
Carbon Fibre Blue

50.950
Carbon Fibre Red

10.920
Carbon Fibre Black

Limited

Web: http://www.fleetid.co.uk/

Keeping your fleet covered!
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Fleet ID presents:
iSEE2 - Total Wrap
Total Wrap | Automotive | Speciality
Speciality Series
The Total Wrap Speciality series contains the lastest developments at the cutting edge of the vehicle wrap industry.
It consists of high performance cast films such as special pearlescent, metalic, and textured effect films. They
are suitable for long-term applications in outdoor and indoor environments. The Speciality series is produced in
accordance with specific quality standards and the films are designed for a variety of applications including total
vehicle cover, vehicle graphics, signs and decal applications, lasting from 5 - 7 years. The producst are produced
typically at 1524mm or 1370mm.

15.180
Pearlescent Gold

15.600
Glitter
Electric Blue

15.160
Pearlescent Blue

15.250
Iridescent
Black / Purple

15.150
Pearlescent Indigo

15.780
Iridescent
Green / Brown

15.110
Pearlescent Oyster

73.900
Chrome Silver

11.900
Brushed Silver

11.200
Leather Effect Black

11.500
Cracked Effect Burgundy

There’s more to come!
12.400
Metallic Orange Fizz

12.200
Metallic Havana Black

Products are being added to the series regularly
so make sure you check out our website for any
new additions. If you want to create your own
style then it is also possible to order custommade colours in quantities starting from 1000
running meters.

Limited
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